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Flickr Georeferencing Completed (Community) 

Name of Team: British Library Georeferencers 

Names of nominator: Gethin Rees 

Affiliation/Organisation/Company: British Library 

Job title(s): Lead curator, digital mapping 

 

URL: https://blogs.bl.uk/magnificentmaps/2020/06/flickr-maps-on-the-georeferencer-finished.html 

Summary: Volunteer georeferencers have added coordinates to all the images of maps from Flickr. 

Short promo video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c9KoeRuxKCI 

Abstract: In 2014, the British Library released over 50000 images of maps onto the Georeferencer, 

a subset of the millions of Flickr images extracted from 17th-, 18th- and 19th-century books. Ever 
since then the volunteers have been hard at work adding coordinate data on the Georeferencer 
platform and I am delighted to announce that the collection has now been effectively completed. 
The upgraded Georeferencer and the time we have all had to spend indoors over the last months 
appear to have provided the project with a new impetus, well done to all! The work of Georeferencer 
volunteers on this Flickr collection of maps has been invaluable to the Library; the addition of 
coordinate data from the Flickr collection to the British Library's Aleph catalogue has offered a new 
metadata perspective for our collections. The Flickr maps can be browsed using an interactive web 
map allowing the public to easily discover maps of areas where they live or are interested in. We 
are intending on making the georeferenced maps available as GeoTIFFs on the British Library's 
Research Repository. A huge thank you to maurice, Janet H, Nigel Slack, Martin Whitton, Benjamin 
G, John Herridge, Singout, H Barber, Jheald and Michael Ammon and all the Georeferencer 
community for their amazing work on the platform and feedback over the years. 

https://blogs.bl.uk/magnificentmaps/2020/06/flickr-maps-on-the-georeferencer-finished.html
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Research Question: In georeferencing the maps the project aimed to provide the library with 

enriched metadata, GIS data and the ability to discover maps using location. On top of that the 
georeferencer community really enjoyed themselves! 

How does your project showcase British Library digital content? 

The project was based on the BL's Flickr images extracted from 17th-, 18th- and 19th-century books. 

What was your approach (methodology)? 

Crowd-sourcing to convert images to geospatial data. 

Did you face any challenges, and if so how did you overcome them? 

A small proportion of the images on the Georeferencer were not in fact maps. Through 
communication with the Georeferencers we gathered examples we could find and used the 
Georeferencer API to remove them from the platform. 

Impact your project has made 

Tens of thousands of British Library Aleph records have been updated with coordinate data. The 
Flickr images can be accessed through a map interface 
(https://britishlibrary.georeferencer.com/api/v1/density) making it straightforward for members of 
the public to access maps they are interested in. The resulting GeoTIFFs will be made available 
through the BL's research repository. 

Background information of submitter (or team) 

The team are made up of volunteers who work on the BL's Georeference platform. They include: 
maurice, Janet H, Nigel Slack, Martin Whitton, Benjamin G, John Herridge, Singout, H Barber, 
Jheald, Michael Ammon 

https://britishlibrary.georeferencer.com/api/v1/density

